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Bertelsmann Digital World Services
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Abstract
File Sharing has become the most popular form of online community building in the music industry. Though,
chat, instant messaging and other communication tools are offered for virtual communities like Napster, users
spend by far more time browsing and sharing content. Nevertheless, this essential and widely adopted system
has to be compliant with current copyright legislation. In 1999 and 2000, the concept of digital rights
management was developed and implemented by major labels but so far lacked broad consumer acceptance.
This paper examines digital rights management technologies in the context of file sharing systems for music.
Music labels protect their rights by using digital rights management technology that allows to control the
access to music files using encryption or watermarking. In conjunction with peer-to-peer technology consumers
also can use a mechanism called Super-Distribution with which they can share and recommend songs among
end devices.
Looking at the possibilities for a successful implementation of digital rights management technology, a
differentiation is made between the PC environment and other entertainment end devices. The paper concludes
with a recommendation to music labels and related industries to participate in the effort of broad adoption of
file sharing technology combined with digital rights management with a special focus on end devices.

Introduction
This paper will examine the possibilities, digital rights management technologies offer in the context of file sharing. Therefore,
watermarking and Super-Distribution mechanisms are being looked at and evaluated according to their impact on potential
business models for online music. In this article, online music is defined as commercially available digital music that is distributed
over networks such as the Internet. Thereby music has become the ideal case study for information sharing in communities with
its unique availability in digital form on billions of CDs. Additionally, the existence of compression technologies like MP3,
combined with growing bandwidth, allows for mass market consumption of high-quality music. The music industry, though small
in its market size, has become a prominent case study for new technology concepts introduced by companies like Napster for peerto-peer file sharing, InterTrust for digital rights management and others.
Though much literature can be found prognosticating a significant change in the competitive environment of the music industry,
little research exists on the combination of file sharing systems and digital rights management technologies in the field of online
music.1 Concluding remarks are made about possible solutions for the music industry and recommendations for related industries.
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Content Communities and File Sharing
The music industry adopted digital media long before any other mass media industry with the development of the synthesizer in
1960. With the advent of the synthesizer and further development with the MIDI standard in 1982, the way music was composed,
produced and performed was revolutionized. 2
On the consumer side, the digital era began in 1970 with the invention of the Compact Disc (CD). It was first introduced by Sony
and Philips in 1980 and soon became the most popular medium for storage and distribution of digital music.
With the introduction of the Internet, end consumers started to use networks for the exchange of music instead of physical media
and to build virtual communities to share their interest. From the beginning online music became an underground phenomenon. 3
The catalyst for this phenomenon was technology that created and sustained new forms of communities by dramatically
diminishing the importance of geographical proximity, while historically, storage media and broadcast was used in the music
industry to traverse distances.
Network technologies are creating a new, transparent market space in which offer and demand can be matched fast and at minimal
costs. In electronic markets, producers are able to cut overheads and eliminate traditional elements of the distribution chain, while
consumers were to benefit from unlimited choice and decreasing costs. Regarding changes in the value chain, new functions arise,
which is defined in current literature as intermediaries. Typical functions of an intermediary are providing information about offer
and demand, facilitate aggregation and distribution, and establish a trusted relationship. Additionally, secondary functions include
payment transaction processing, financing etc. 4
New intermediaries in the value chain of the music industry are file-sharing systems. Apparently, these file-sharing systems have
helped to overcome spatial distance to also achieve social cohesion. This is achieved with community-building functionalities
of attractive content and further more mechanisms for interaction like buddy lists, instant messaging and genre-oriented chat
rooms, and especially the possibility to browse music taste on other peers hard drives.
As a result, within less than two years, Napster became the largest music library ever with about 1b titles, without economic
incentive, marketing activities, and even more important without involvement of the music industry.5 At a very high level, file
sharing systems or peer-to-peer-networks (P2P) aggregate and distribute information. With either central or de-central listings,
files be can searched for, transferred and stored locally. The main challenge for content owners is its mass phenomena. Since its
launch, Napster attracted over 60 Million users who knowingly violate copyright laws.
While Napster through its partnership with Bertelsmann respects copyrights, plans membership fees and the compensation of
content owners, other open-source-file-sharing systems are developed without any commercial purpose. Their purpose is to freely
distribute information beyond any control. Examples are Gnutella6 developed by Gene Kan and Freenet7 designed by Ian Clarke.
Both are designed to run de-centralized, which makes it almost impossible to control or shut down their operations. As a result,
besides music files, other illegal content like children pornography and terrorist instructions can be found.
The main challenge of these systems is that they only can scale with resources like content, bandwidth and storage from their
users. As their content can be viewed as public goods, these systems attract free riders not willing to give any contribution in
return. During a study of the Gnutella Network, it was found, that 70 percent of the users don’t give any contribution to the
system, and that half of the searches were answered by just one percent of the participants.8 Apart from significant loss of system
performance with longer search and download times, it adds vulnerability to the system as it might collapse with the shut down
of few peers. On the other hand, there are concepts like seti@home with users voluntarily contributing resources in exchange for
prestige and reputation.
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As a result, the Internet seems to have a significant impact on the music industry’s revenue model. Once physical distribution is
removed from the per-unit costs, three challenges arise for today’s business model: First, the amount of legal and illegal offers
increase as investments in distribution infrastructure, compared to physical distribution, are significantly lower. Second, without
per-unit production costs, pricing becomes difficult to argue. Using file sharing, even distribution costs are shared among
consumers, which might make it difficult for companies to rationalize any price point.9 Third, without production cost, natural
limits for price competition disappear.
On the other hand, online marketing provides a number of new services including versioning and personalization. Compared to
traditional revenue models, the online music industry has more flexibility and more alternatives including single transactions,
memberships or advertising for their products and services. 10

Privatization of Digital Goods using Digital Rights Management
The theory of public goods holds that goods have different characteristics whether or not there is rivalry or non-rivalry in using
them. Public goods are non-excludable and non-rivalrous in consumption while private goods are sold to those who can afford
to pay the market price.
In the music market, broadcasting as a public good is used to promote songs while CDs function as a container for music sold
as private goods.11 Copyrights are a means of establishing the boundaries between who is allowed to use a particular good and
under which conditions, and who is not allowed to use it. Copyrights on information goods exchanged on the Internet exclude
potential consumers from getting unconditional access to a product. Developments in technology seem to take away the grounds
for these boundaries. Burke has shown how technological developments in the past gave rise to changes in copyright. 12 At the
same time, piracy has always had a significant share in the music market. In 1999, according to IFPI about 1.9b units of illegal
copies were found with a value of $4,1b leading to a market share of 36%.13 On the internet, piracy has become an even larger
mass phenomenon due to the availability of perfect digital copies.
With non-excludable online-music, end consumers become free riders, which are not willing to pay the market price for music
as long as others might be accessing the music for free. 14
Protection technologies play an important role in determining whether a media product is a public or a private good.15 To securely
protect online music, all major labels have incorporated digital rights management technologies in 2000. These technologies
basically fall into four categories: first the access is controlled at the users right of entry with passwords, encryption and/or
authentication. Second, the usage is controlled according to rules that are set by the distributor of the music. This determines how
the user can interface with the information, e.g., listen-only rights, where the user is unable to save or distribute the music. Third
a tracking mechanism allows the information provider to track subsequent use with watermarking and digital footprints. Fourth
and last, payment systems enable the information provider to generate revenue for the rights granted to the user. As a result of
inefficient micro payment systems, subscription models are viewed as a method to overcome high transaction costs. 16
In the following, two examples of implementations for digital rights management are given – a subscription model and a per-peruse or pay-per-item model, described as Super-Distribution.
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Subscription Models
For subscription models watermarking and other identification technologies17 can provide important contributions to the field of
intellectual property protection within a more extensive security framework for identification and proof of ownership, which is
comparable to IRSC-Codes used by the GEMA for recognition of CD-Audios.18 By embedding a watermark into the compressed
audio signal during delivery, the customers are aware that a watermark may identify them.19 Hence, they can be made responsible
if the signal is found outside the legal domain by a trigger technology, even in a decompressed and analog representation. 20 In
contrast to encryption technologies, watermarks could be used with today’s infrastructure for CD-Audio as well as MP3-devices.
Subscriptions bundle a large number of information goods for a fixed price. In a variety of circumstances, a multiproduct
monopolist can extract substantially higher profits by offering one or more bundles of information goods than by offering the same
goods separately.21 At the same time, bundling can be used to introduce new artists and titles as a strategy to overcome the
information paradox, which states that the value of an information can’t be determined a priori of consumption. 22
In this case, for the first time in their history, music labels have the opportunity to create a continuous relationship with the end
consumer. This relationship offers a foundation on which music labels can generate revenues. The subscription model may
represent a mix between indirect and direct revenues with the option of consumption combined with transparent pricing.23 A
premium membership might offer a flatrate, eventually combined with services from the second scenario, while a free membership
might limit access in quantity, time or actuality combined with indirect revenues from promotion and advertising.

Super-Distribution
In 1990, the Japanese Ryoichi Mori, who coined the term Super-Distribution for a new concept of licensing information,
developed a visionary architecture for the distribution of digital goods.24 The fundamental idea is to allow free distribution and
copy of information, while controlling access to changes and usage with the owner defining the terms. According to his prototype,
called Software Service System (SSS), which was implemented as a peer-to-peer-architecture, the following components must
be available:25
• a persistent cryptographic wrapper must stay in place when the digital property is used, copied, redistributed, etc.
• a digital rights management system with a trusted tool that tracks the deals and the usage associated with the access to the
digital property
• the payment information have to be exchanges securely among the parties
After securely encrypting the music with a key, the package can be digitally delivered to the consumers end device.26 There, the
locally installed trusted tool gains access to the digital content with an unlock key which leaves the file locally encrypted and
streams the digital content into the memory for “on the fly” decryption. The user who has agreed to the terms and conditions of
use, now has the license to access the content. His usage is recorded and the transaction is reported to a clearinghouse to initiate
payments and backup system information. Using the Super-Distribution concept, consumers can recommend and share files
among each other via email, FTP, physical media using file-sharing networks. Still the copyright is being protected and the content
owner maintains control and determines payment collection.
For subscriptions, bundling was mentioned as being attractive for content companies to extract higher profits. In the music
industry, this has always been the case with album sales, where only one or two hits from an entire album initiate the purchase.
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Digital products possess optimal de-bundling capability, which in return can be re-bundled again for custom-mixes. 27 With digital
downloads and Super-Distribution, consumers might start “cherry picking” their hits and thereby endanger the traditional revenue
model of album sales.
At the same time, Super-Distribution can be used to market content and benefit from the lead-time-advantage where information
has higher value with minimal time lag.28 The value of online music, might be highest close to the release date, where according
to the windowing concept, highest profits can be made. 29
In this case, using digital rights management and Super-Distribution, major labels maintain control over the distribution of music
and might even be able to enforce their copyrights more than in the traditional world.

The Impact of End Devices on File Sharing
File sharing systems are ment to stay and influence the digital distribution of music. Nevertheless, the music experience by using
consumer end devices is different from the PC environment. In the PC environment, law suits from the RIAA against MP3.com,
Scour and Napster and others in the U.S. demonstrate the music industry’s efforts to minimize copyright infringement. Though
the industry might reach successes in certain countries, since global legislation will not be inacted any time soon concepts like
“Offshore-Web-Hosting” from companies like HavenCo.Com or Offshore.com.ai and decentral file sharing systems like Gnutella
and FreeNet might well continue to operate despite law suits and even drive consumers to “underground” systems.30 Additionally,
on the internet only a single copy made available (even by re-digitizing from analog versions) is sufficient to be globally
distributed in a short period of time leading to a total loss of control by the owner. In the literature, many doubt that the music
industry can successfully introduce security mechanisms that are either unbreakable or at least can raise the barrier for piracy
without creating unproportional high costs.31 Many examples in other media industries like currently the DVD-protection scheme
have shown failures of secure protection mechanisms especially in the PC environment.
But it is quite possible that the biggest challenge the music industry is facing is not hackers but instead infrastructure. Today’s
infrastructure with 200m multimedia PCs, 1b CD- audio-devices and 17b unprotected audio CDs with 150.000 different titles will
be very difficult to replace. 32
Regarding online music, portability, ubiquity and especially compatibility with end devices are not achieved yet. The traditional
practices of collecting and gift giving music are not solved with digital goods and might result in long-term existence of traditional
hardcopy media products. Nevertheless, substitution of traditional media like CDs and DVD-Audio might increase as soon as a
comparable infrastructure for online music exists. Physical goods have always served as “containers” for services. For example,
a CD has no intrinsic value, only the value of delivering music to your ears. In the age of downloadable music, though, the CD
loses its value as a container for music. 33
On the other hand, besides consumer’s resistance of paying for digital goods in the PC environment, the television and video
games market have shown that consumers are willing to invest in entertainment and its related software products.
Therefore the next suggested step is the widespread implementation of file sharing and community based systems into end devices
like DVD-players, gaming devices, cell phones and PDAs. Combined with services based on digital rights management including
personalization, convenience, reliability and fast access to music almost anywhere and at anytime - referred to as the celestial
jukebox. 34 It might be easy to maintain a piracy site with some illegal copies, but to provide access, payment mechanisms and
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customer service to many thousand people simultaneously is a more complex task.35 Here, the value for the consumer is perceived
primarily in the functionality and services, rather than in the content itself. 36
In this case, communities play a crucial role in attracting consumers and providing lock-in. Traditionally, radio stations and music
label could only satisfy a broad audience, while the internet allows a segment between mass media and individual communication
between 5000 to 10000 listeners.37 In the networked economy, these versions and even individual products and services are
achievable due to smaller transaction and production/service costs.38 Using a feedback loop mechanism for online-music, personal
playlists can be generated, recommended, updated and shared among other users. Online music, with about three minutes title
length can generate comprehensive sets of data over time, provided 4 hours of daily music consumption, 80 songs might be rated
on a daily basis almost automatically. Large description databases like Moodlogic or Gigabeat can analyze relationships among
titles and artists according to rhythm, instruments, contextual information and even mood.

Conclusion
After the debut of digital rights management technologies in 1999 and 2000, none of the implemented technologies could benefit
from net effects like file-sharing systems did during the same time. Increasing concerns regarding piracy and the popularity of
file sharing communities are leading to a revival of concepts like watermarking and encrypted Super-Distribution for music.
In this paper the importance of the end devices for the delivery of future media products can’t be emphasized enough. Besides
different spending behavior that might generate revenues for many online entertainment companies, the seamless management
of rights and its billing processes seems to improve today’s entertainment experience in the PC environment using first generation
digital right management technology.
Therefore, the author recommends to music labels and related industries to participate in the effort of a broad adoption of file
sharing technology combined with digital rights management with a special focus on end devices.
I would like to conclude with Shapiro & Varian that content owners should maximize the value of their digital goods and should
not secure them for the sake of protection. 39 Therefore, the optimal strategy is not only to reduce the motives for copyright
infringement, but at the same time to increase the accessibility for consumers to digital products and services.
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